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To what extent do other Kalpwasis:				
demonstrate feelings of love to you?	.83	(.29)	(.23)	(.35)
help you when you need it? 	.83	(.30)	(.25)	(.44)
behave towards you in a respectful manner?	.83	(.19)	(.18)	(.40)
behave towards you with understanding of your needs as a Kalpwasi? 	.82	(.25)	(.17)	(.36)
behave towards you in a way that allows you to fulfil your Kalpwasi?	.75	(.26)	(.21)	(.39)
Factor 2: Positive Experience 
In the period of Kalpwas:				
to what extent have you felt happier than you have ever felt in your life?	(.26)	.87	(.20)	(.17)
to what extent have you felt more fulfilled than you have ever felt in your life? 	(.26)	.86	(.32)	(.18)
to what extent have you felt better than you have ever felt in your life? 	(.23)	.85	(.16)	(.12)
to what extent have you felt more contended than you have ever felt in your life? 	(.28)	.80	(.25)	(.14)
to what extent have you felt more alive than you have ever felt in your life? 	(.30)	.79	(.36)	(.15)
Factor 3: Collective Self-Realisation
In the period of Kalpwas, to what extent do you feel:				
you are able to completely ignore the everyday concerns of this world to concentrate on the spiritual?	(.15)	(.22)	.80	(.26)
you are able to fully live a simple life in accordance with religious teaching?	(.21)	(.28)	.76	(.27)
you are able to fully overcome the restrictions of everyday life and live in accordance with your religious faith?	(.09)	(.15)	.76	(.23)
you are able to totally devote yourself to following religious scriptures?	(.27)	(.25)	.73	(.25)
you feel you are able to fully devote yourself to performing your religious rituals?	(.27)	(.24)	.69	(.22)
Factor 4: Shared Identity
To what extent do you think that all Kalpwasis:				
think of themselves as part of one large family? 	(.37)	(.17)	(.24)	.89
have a sense of ‘we-ness’ with other Kalpwasi?	(.42)	(.18)	(.28)	.84
have a feeling of unity amongst each other? 	(.42)	(.22)	(.30)	.76
besides their differences, share the same identity? 	(.41)	(.12)	(.22)	.73





Table 2. Scale Means, Standard Deviations, Cronbach’s Alphas and Inter-Scale Correlations

									













































Table 3. Hierarchical Regression Model: Predicting Positive Experience

				



















∆R²	F(4, 411) = 1.26	F(2, 409) = .21	F(1, 408) = 15.98***	F(2, 406) = 23.78***
				






























(* p< .05;   ** p< .01; *** p< .001)
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